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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION
There has been some
earliest days of education.

ro~m

or guidance since the

Guidance and education are

practically inseparable since individual growth and development cannot be realized without both.

The purpose of guid-

ance is to promote individual understanding, to enable the
individual to evaluate his circumstances and opportunities,
and to plan his life 1n a way that he may better serve himself and a democratic society.
During the past few years guidance has come to occupy
a prominent place in secondary education in the United
This is apparent from the increase in the number

or

States~

secondary

school guidance programs; by the many professional and lay
publications which declare the necessity of a strong guidance
program to rultill the objectives of education; by the urgent
recommendations for guidance from such sources as the White
House Conference on Education and the President's Committee
on Education.
The school guidance counselor is the key figure in the
total program or school guidance services.

In most cases

guidance counselors rise .from the staff of secondary schools.
This method or increasing the number
l

or

counselors has

2

generally been successful.

But more extensive development of

eouns.e ling has shown that the guidance program needs highly
trained personnel, who eventually reach the position of
specialists 1n this unique field.
When there is only a single curriculum consisting

or

constants which all pupils are expected to take,. as was true

ot many schools in the past and is true of some high schools
even today, the possibilities of guidance in relation to the
curriculum are definitely limited.

But this situation has

changed considerably and is still changing constantly.
I.

THE PROBLEM

Statement of the Problem
lt was the purpose of this study to determine some

methods of rendering the guidance progra...111 more meaningfUl to
the pupils of Townsend High School.
Sub-problems.
1.

To tra·c e the development of' the Townsend school

and to11'lmun1 ty.
2.

To gather data regarding the purposes of.' the

present guidance program.

3·

To analyze the guidance program as related to

purposes.

4• To present methods of expanding the guidance program into many phases of the school's cu:ttriculum.

II.

NEED FOR THE STUDY

In spite or much emphasis on the staf.f ..wide character
of guidance there remains a great need for competent special·
1st personnel .

At Townsend High School progress in the

guidance program has been slow because there has not been
proper understanding between the regular staff of teachers
and the guidance counselor.

Guidance is not an intuitive

process; many phases of it call for a degree of soph1st1eat1on
which all teachers ee.nnot be ·e xpected to possess .

Even 1f

classroom teachers were skilled in all the tec.h n1ques of
guidance, it is unlikely that they would be able to find the
time which is demanded or, at least, to justify the necessary
time in relation to their overall assignment .
At Townsend High School each teacher has been practically an individual counselor, intending to bene.fit the
pupils~

However, no consistent results can be expected from

a program so

mbiguous and poorly organized.

A specialist is needed to direct the guidance pro ram

so that all will understand the problems which

ust be coped

with, and the objectives which are to be pursued .

Further ..

more, the gu1danoe specialist recognizes that every pupil is
different from every other pupil in the school, which causes
the guidance needs to be vastly dif'f'ei"ent.
The drop- out rate has been high and presents a very

4
se~1oue

problem.

The pupils who remain in school and gradu-

ate :from high school o.ften turn out to be occupational misfits.

The parents of the pupils and the col1lli1Ullity in general

have usually assumed an attitude
guidance program.

or

indi.fference toward the

For these reasons the need seems evident

that a thorough program of training should be promoted to acquaint the public with the need for a guidance pro ram and to
integrate practical guidance into every phase of the curriculum of Townsend High School.
III.

DEFINITI ON OF TERMS

Several terms need identifying so that the significance
or the study may be more easily understood.

The following are

sonte o.f the m.ore important terms or phr.a ses:
. .

Curriculum is a course ot study, or the subjects which
constitute a course ot study.l

Drop-out is u.s ed to describe pupils who leave school
before the col11plet1on o.f high school,2

Guidance, according to Dunsmoor and !.filler, 1s "e.
means of helping individuals to understand and use widely the

lE. L. Thorndike and Cle.l'ence L. Barnhart, ThorndikeBarnhart Standard Dictionary (Chicago: Scott, Foresman and
Company, 1959), p. 155.
2Mau~1t~ Johnson, Jr., William E. Busaeker and Fred 0. .
Jr., Junior H1se School Guid~ce (New York: Harper
and Brothere, 1961), p:26o.
Bowm~,
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educational, vocational and personal opportunities they have
or can develop"; and as "e. form o£ systematic assistance
whe.reby students are aided in achieving satisfactory adjustant to school and 11.fe.- ,•.3

Guidance services refer to extra services that are
available to help meet the needs of the individual students

or teacher .. 4
Integration is defined as that which makes into a
whole or brings together into

whole.5

Occupational guidance is that type o.f guidance which
orters pupils direction in the selection of a business,
employment or tre.de.6
A

program refers to a list of items or events or to a

plan of what is to be done.7
Referral agencies are a gencies designed to offer
special services that cannot be offered by the school because
of special training required of personne1.8

3na.len Walter Johnson, Jr., "A Guidance Program for
Porter High School" (unpublished aster's thesis, The University of Tennessee, Knoxville, 1960), p. J.
4Ibid.
5Thorndike and Barnhart,
6 Ibid., P• 460.

-

-

7Ib1d., p. 522 ..
8Johnaon,

EE· £!!.,

P· 3·

~· £!!•• P• 341.
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IV.

PROCEDURE

The writer used various methods of securing data for
this study..

Records of Townsend High School were examined,

in the principal's office at the school and in the superintendent's office in the courthouse in Maryville .

From these

sources information was secured which disclosed the size of
classes,. the number of dropouts and transfer students from
year to year. and the types of tests and measurements used;
also, in some cases the scores which were made on these tests.

As one of the first steps in the survey, the guidance
counselor prepared a student questionnaire to be filled in
by the members of the class of 1962.

There were fifty stu ...

dents who entered this class in the seventh grade and tre.nsf'erred to the class be.fore it finished.

Thirty-two of these

fifty .f'ormer pupils we.re located and supplied the 1nforma tion
ttequested on the questionnaire.

This waa

64

per cent response,

which was considered satisfactory for a valid survey.
sample

or

A

this student questionnaire is shown in the Appendix

ot this study.
The need was recognized early in the study for some
approved means or evaluating the guidance prograni at ·Townsend
High School with as mueh accuracy as possible.
viewing many suggested means

or

Afte!" re ..

evaluation, the writer de-

cided to use a modified checklist presented in Administration

7
of Guidance serv1cea.9

A form. of this evaluative checklist

is shown in the Appendix of this study.

This checklist serves as a basis for evaluation

or

the guidance program currently in operation at Townsend High
School.
V.

ORGANIZATION OF STUDY

Chapter I presented the 1ntroduct1onJ statement of
the problem, need for the study, definition of terms, procedures and organization of the study.
Chapter II contains the background of the study.
Chapter III gives a description of the present
guidance program at Townsend High School.
Chapter IV discusses some of the problems confronted
by the guidance program.

Some ways of expanding the guidance program at Townsend

High .S chool are described in Chapter V.
A summary is developed of the study and some concluding
statements are made in the last chapter.

9Raymond N. Hatch and Buford Stefflre, Administration
of Guidance Services {Englewood Cliffs, New Jerseyt Prentice ...
Hall, Inc., 1961), pp. 465 ... 47.3•

CHAPTER !I

TOWNSEND SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY

In a study

or

this type a presentation o£ the back•

ground of the high school to be examined was considered

practicable.

This background was surveyed from the point

of view or the beginning of Townsend High School and how the

guidance program developed.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Townsend High School has served the Tuokaleechee Cove
area of Blount County since the early days of the present

century.

The community from which the school draws 1 ts

pupils is comprised of the broad cove of the Little River;
known from early days as 'l'uokaleeohee Cove.

This area in-

cludes indentations formed by creeks which flow into Little
River, some or which are Carr•s Creek. Cedar Creek and Short

Creek.

Pupils, also, come from Cades Cove, though this num-

ber has constantly declined since the Great Smoky Mountains
National Park incorporated this section of primeval land into

its domain in the 1930's•
Sohool buses serving Townsend High School radiate from

State Highway 73 1 and move into the narrow valley
which are

fo~ed

and coves

by the small tributaries of the Little

8

9
River.

In a few cases these conveyances eross the ridges

that mark the watershed and go into other eoves to bring
pupils to Townsend school.

Two examples

or

this are Cades

Cove, in Blount County, and \-lear's Cove in Sevier County.l
The school buildings are located near the center ot
the community of Townsend,.

There are three school buildings

which seek to serve the educational needs of the pupils of
this area.

These buildings occupy 12.264 acres of ground.

Of this acreage, 8.65 acres was acquired when the first
building was erected in 1927, and .;.614 acres was bought in
196.3 to extend the grounds and play area.
The oldest building, the high school building, which
houses grades 9·12 was built in 1926., and first occupied in
1927•

This obsolete building contains eight rooms, including

tour classrooms, one library, the high school prf.ncd.pal' s
office, the guidance director's office, and an auditorium.
The grade building, which furnishes rooms for the
pupils

or

grades l-8, was built in 1948.

This building has

an upper floor and a lower £loor, which approaches a basement in the back where excavation has been done into the
hillside.

The upper floor conta ns a total or twelve rooms,

with the following usee:

nine of the rooms are used as

llnez Burns, Histo~ of Blount County (Nashville:
Benson Printing Company,
57), p. 176.
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classrooms, one :room serves as s. library for the elementary
rades, one room is used for clothing and a storage room, and
one room 1s to be equipped and used as a science laboratory.
The newest building is the gymnasium, which was con ...
structed in 1954.-

This attractive building has a regulation·

size, basketball court, which has multiple uses; two boys •
dressing rooms; one girls ' dressing room; one room used for
home economies; and one room for a science laboratory, which
was completed in 196).

While the entire

enroll~ent

of

rades 7•12 in Townsend

High School was 192, which is relatively s

11, the school has

made every effort to offer the pupils a curriculum 1n keeping
with the needs of the community, to the best o:f' the ability
of the personnel.

School and conununity have sought and aPe

constantly seekin

ways to improve the usefulness of the

school.

II.

SOCIO-ECONO~IC

LEVEL

The community from which Townsend school draws its

students is made up or a variety of people,
tional standpoint.

fro~

an occupa•

In the past Townsend was a lumbering

center, being the headquarters for the tittle River Lumber

Company.

In the early years or the present century a group

of enterprising bu$1ness men came into the area and started
the operation of a lumbering business.

Thousands of acres

11

of land in the Smoky Mountains were covered with virgin timber.

In order to bring this on the market vast investments

of capital were needed.
The Little River Lumber

Co~pany

miles of land, which had 11 ttle

~!alue

purchased many square
except for timber ..

Then came the task of building railroad track back into the
mountains to bring out the logs .
ture, labor,_ end time..

This required much expendi-

When the job was .finally under -vray

Townsend became the sawm1111ng center, as the logs were
brought to this junction where they were sawed into lumber.
This lumber was shipped by rail to many points in the United
States .

As a result, Townsend was a very thriving town for

a number of years while this lumbering operation was going
on ..
By the 1930's, however, the best timber was being

rapidly depleted, and sawmilling was slowing down considerably.

Then in the midst of the Great Depression the deci•

sian was reached to convert vast areas of the mountain land
into the Great Smoky !1ounte.1ns llational Pa.r k.

This con-

version brought about rapid and drastic changes.,

As quickly

as was practicable, the Little River r. .umber Company brought
lumbering operations to an end.

The economic structure of

the region underwent a fast transit1on.2

-

2rb1d •• P• 221 .
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Following the changes which the transition .fttom
lumbering to the creation of a National

Pa~k

brought, there

were many changes in the social and eeonomie lev.e l.s of the

people.

The changes had much etfeet on the educational

interest& and development in the Townsend school.
a rapid shift in the types
en.g aged.

or

There was

employment in which the people

The Aluminum Corope.ny of America became the le.a ding

industrial employer.

A .flourishing tourist trade sprang up,

with the attractions o.ffered by the Great Smoky

ountains

National Park.
Besides the aluminum plant and employment connected
with the tourist industry, there are a wide variety of oceu ..
pat1ons in which the people of Townsend and the surrounding
community are engaged.

or

Table I presents occupational data

the fathers of the members of the current classes, grades

In this table the occupation of the

seven through twelve..

father of each individual pupil 1s listed, making a sli.g ht
duplicat.ion in some eases.

This table reveals that the largest group of fathers,

45

per cent, worked for the Aluminum Company of America at

Alcoa,. Tennessee.

Moat

a semi-skilled typeh0n1es and several

or

or

these worked on labor or jobs of

Many of these parents owned their

them were engaged in farming, to some

extent, as a sideline activity.

1.3

TABLE I
OCCUPATION OF

FA~HERS

Number
Employed

Per Cent

Alum:tnum Company of: America

86

45'

Farming

15

8

Park Service

10

5

Construction

10

5

Self•employed

4

2

Retired

8

4

Deceased

11

6

Unemployed

13

7

Miscellaneous

35

18

192

100

Present Employment

Total

14
Farming as a full•t1me activity was the occupation of

8 per cent of the fathers reviewed in this study.
these farmers owned their own

property~

ost of

and a few worked

briefly at some sideline connected with their regular occupation.

Farming in this area is principally the type which

would be characterized as general farming-

Some beet cattle

are raised, along with f .e ed for livestock, and tobacco is
the chief source of cash income.
The Great Smoky

ountains· National Park Service

turn1shee considerable employment to residents of this area.
The park maintains a wide variety of services for tourists,
and each year has usually found a broadening of these
services.
Two per cent of the fathers were self•employed in
grocery stores, mechanical shops, and dry cleaning establish-

ments.

Two oi' the fathers owned and operated Tuekaleechee

Caverns, a major attraction in season t'or me.ny tourists.
Since this survey covered all the pupils in the
school in grades seven through twelve a record was shown for
those .fathers who were retired, deceased

nd unemployed ..

These cate ories accounted for 17 per cent of the total
number.
The 18 per cent who were categorized e.s working at
miscellaneous employment included teachers, a minister, a
writer, en 1neers, consultants, and an advertising specialist,

15
There were filling station attendants, a blaeksmi th and a.
farm hand, who were given by pupils as the occupation ot
their fathers .

Table II reveals the occupational pursuits of the
mothers of the 192 pupils who are enrolled in Townsend school.
in grades. seven through twelve .
Data disclosed in this table ·e mphasize the t'aet that

most of the mothers considered their sole occupation that of.'
housekeeping.

'rhe mothers of 192 pupils were listed, and 168

of these were categorized as

hous~wives.

·s ents 88 per cent of' the total.

or

This number repre•

those who worlted at em...

ployment outside the home thet'e were t'1ve who were employed
at motels and restaurants.

Since this a.r ea caters to tourist

trade 1n season there is much employment of women, as well as
high s()hool girls, !n these resort accommodations, espea1ally
in the summer.

The garment fe.ctGry in Maryville furnished employment
!'or four of the mothers, which comprised 2 per cent or the
total..

This occupation is tollOv7ed by three who were

tes.ahers.

There were two engaged in each of the occupations

beauty shop employees. clerks and r-eceptionists.

ot two of the pupils were deceased..

The mothers

One mother wo:rked as a

cook in the school lunchroom and one was the assistant post•
mastett at the Townsend postotfice.

16

TABLE I!
OCCUPATION OF

Present Employment
Housewives

MO~HERS

Number
Employed

168

Per Gent

88

2.5

Garment .factory

!5
4

Teacher

3

1.5

Beauty shop

2

1

Hospital employee

2

1

Clerk

2

1

Deceased

2

1

Receptionist

2

1

Cook

l

Assistant postmaster

l

Motel and restaurant

Total

192

2

.5
.5
100.0
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III..

TIME AND GRADE OF DROPOUTS

The class o.f 1962 was surveyed.

Data gathered in-

cluded the pupils who dropped out of school since the members of the class

or

1956.

en~lled

in the seventh grade in the fall

Townsend school operates on a 6- 6 plan, hence for

all practical purposes grades 7-12 are considered to belong
to the hi h school group .

In.format1on also revealed the year

in which each dropout occurred, and the per cent of' the entire class each dropout represented.
Table III discloses the number or pupils who enrolled
in the seventh grade in 1956, the ones who joined the class
by transfer from other schools.. and the pupils who left the

school, either by transferring to other schools o·r by di'Opping
out of school altogether.
The survey revealed that most dropouts occurred during
the n inth and tenth gradesil
reasons .

This s eemed log1c.a l .f or two

In the .first place, many of the pupil

were reaching

the age at which the attendance law no longer required that
they go to school.

In the second place; the transition from

the eighth to the ninth grade has

enerally been considered

to be extensive academically.. This marked change has often
been considered responsible f'or pupi ls beeoming discouraged
and dropping out of school .

TABLE ITI

TIME AND GRADE OF DROPOUTS OF CLASS OF 1962
----

-

-------

------

Grade
ot
Pupils

Number of' Pupils
Enrolled at
Beginning of Year

1956 ... 57

7

49

1957 .. 58

8

47

1958-S9

9

1959-60

10

44
34

1960-61

11

1961... 62

12

Date

Total

Trans.ferred
to
Townsend

Trans.f"erred
f'rom
Townsend

Dropouts

Cent

1

1

2.1

2

2

4.2

1

9

20.4

1

7

20.6

26

2

7 .. 7

24

4

16.6

25

71.6

l

1

5

Per

...

a>
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IV..

OCCUPATIONS OF GRADUATES OF 1962

The occupational selection or each of the twenty mem...
bers

or

the· graduating class

portance in the survey.

or

1962 was

or

Of necessity, much

primary im-

or

a guidance

program must be concerned with the choice ot occupations
shown by the clients, and by the s-uccess or those who enter
the various occupations .

Table IV portrays the various occupations entered
by those members of the class of 1962, as well as those who

have gone to college.

These data show that 4.5 per cent of the· gt"aduate.s have
gone into some type ef advanced training.
total of 20 per cent

or

the graduates went to academic

college for advanc$d training for some type
training.

In this group a

or

professional

This number was followed closely by those who

went to business college.

Most who went to business school

and beauty school will, supposedly, be workins in these
fields

or

activity in a short time.

Four members

or

the

class were taking college training i .n liberal arts courses,
one intending to major 1n science and

th~ee

favoring teaching

as a profession.
Forty-five per cent seems to be a high proportion of
the members of the class who have continued their training.
Yet it is significant that only 18 per cent or those who
initially enrolled in the seventh grade in 1956 continued
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TABLE IV

OCCUPA!lONS OF GRADUATES OF 1962

Oec.upation

Number

Per Cent

Dorneatic work

2

Working at cleaners

l

Construction work

2

10

Oity of Alcoa, sanitation
department

1

5

Military service

2

10

Nurses aid

l

s

Working up North

1

5

toafing-•unemployed

l

5

Business school

.3

15

Beauty- school

2

10
20

College
'l'otal

10

20

100
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their training 'beyond high school.

In fact the dt-op .. out rate

during the ninth and tenth grades was almost as high as the

rate of those who failed to go on tor further training beyond
the twelfth grade.
In order to evaluate the guidance program at Townsend

High School, a checklist ot desirable reatures was prepared.
Using this checklist as a guide it was possible to place an
honest evaluation on the guidanee program.
V.

CHAPTER SUMMARY

In Chapter li the background ot the high school was
examined.

A description was given or the community and the

growth of interest in education which culminated 1n the establishing of Townsend High School.

The buildings were described,.

together with the size and the specific use which each
building serves,

..

The enrollment o!.' the school was listed

along w1 th a brief deso.r1pt1on o!.' the curriculum •
The

sooio~eeonom1o

background was presented, e . •

phas1z1ng the part which the Little River Lumber Company
played in the growth and development of the community and
how this gave rise to Townsend High School..,

Th& !'1nal termi-

nation of lumbering operations and the o,p ening of the Great
Smoky Mountains National Park explained the present occupational interests and opportunities

or· the

people of today.,

CHAPTER III
PRESENT GUIDANCE PROGRAM
Chapter III w1ll be

devot~d

t ·o a consideration ot the

present guidance services at Townsend High School.

or

The goal

education today is to provide an opportunity for each .s tu•

dent to develop to the optimum.

An ambitious goal of this

type implies a need for an educational program tb.e.t has
breadth,. depth, and flexib11S.ty..

It also implies that such a

program requires a staff of well qualified specialists and
that all school sePvices are focused on the same general educational goals .

With these goals offering definite chal ..

lenges, this chapter will be concerned with school objectives ,
group guidan.c e, and individual guidance .
I.

GUIDANCE PROGRAM PUR POSES

An effective guidance progl'am must be pupil-centered .

It should be the

cor~

ity in the sehool.

influence in all the educational e.ct1v-

The guidance department should be staffed

with outstanding teachers who have special training in psy chology and philosophy, especially in the philosophy o£
~~er1can education.l

lnean c. Andrews and te ter N. Downing, 120 Readings in
Guidance {Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, l9SS), p .. 29.
22
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The work of the guidance department must in.fluence
every teacher, pupil, and the teaching materials of' the
school.

'!'here are four basic services upon which the progi'am

ust coneenti'ate.

!ne first service is to influence the

morale of the entire school to create sat!s..factory learning

situations.

lt must be a part of the organization and adm1n ...

1stration of' the sohool..

It must operate so that 1 t is

readily accepted and used by .faculty and student$.

The

guidance department must be the co ... ordinator that gives purpose to all that a school does to stimulate interest and meet
the· needs of the students . 2
The second service is concerned with projecting the
counseling influence into the home, assisting parents to know
the school program, and 1n many instances in helping parents
to understand better their ch!ld.l
The third service is to provide 1nd.1v1dual1zed service
to students. who need more assistance than can be given in the
classroom, home-room., or by the home-room adviser.

The deli ...

cate work of dissolving frustrations, conflicts, controversies,
and emotional upsets is of great importance to the student~4

3Ibid., P• 30 ..

-

4Ib1d.
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The fourth service is the supervision

or

an adequate

testing program and the gathering of personal data concerning
each student.

This material must be screened, edited, and

given to the home-room advisers with instructions concerning
the appropriate use of the information.

This requires that

teachers be trained to regard these data as privileged or
confidential.

!his aspect of teacher training on the

secondary school level has been seriously neglected and is
often difficult in•service education.

It is so difficult

that counselors often tile the data and await the time when
students enter their room for a conference .

This type ot

lack of conf'idence in the home-room and classroom tea.eher
will lessen the effeetiveness of the guidance program.

In-

active accumulative records about a student are of no value.5

Any effective guidance program should project some
purposes as an objective to be attained.
be

influenced by several factors:

These purposes will

the size of the student

body,. the .facilities of the guidance program, the qualifications of the guidance personnel, the economic condition of
the community, and the ambitions
counseling services .

or

the students needing the

Using the background situations at

Townsend High School, the following purposes were projected:
1.

To turnish the pupils with guidance infox-me.tion

which will stimulate an interest to remain in school-.6

'.Po provide adequate adjustment training in school

2.

which will seXtve to m1n1m1ee dropouts among high sehool
pupils. 7

3· To administer sufficient tests and measurements of
the proper type to fut'>nish pertinent information concerning
the pupils interests and apt1tudes.8

4.

To provide appropriate assembly programs ~h1ch will

serve to furnish pupils with vocational information and will

ine.p1re them to cultivate the!~ skills. 9

5.

To aequ.a int the public with the objective$ ot the

guidance program in sueh a way that the community's eoopera•

tion might be en11sted.1°

6,

To bring a desirable balance· to the school's

ourr1culurn, 1 l

1•

To bring a desirable baltmee to the· school's extra•

curricular act1vit1ee.12

-

6Ib1d., pp .•

30-Jl.

7Ibid., p, 29.

-

8!b1d.t p. 103.

lOibid.,

9Ib1d., pp.

11Ibid •.,

-_ ,
12Ib1d.

181-182.

pp. 33-34·
p •.

32.

p. 250.
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In order that the guidance program may be able to meet
the difficulties which may be encountered, 1t is suggested
that the program be described in terms of three functions .
The first tune tion of the guidance program is to pro.vide counseling.

The second function ot the guidance program is to help
each teacher perform hls daily tasks better..

It is quite ob•

vious that in carrying out this function the counselor is a
consultant, sometimes, the leader, but in no c se is he an
administrative or supervisory official.

A

eat deal depends

on whether the teacher perceives resources of value to him

e.nd the means ot using these resources.
The third .tunct1on of the guidance program is to
furnish de.ta essential to the continuous evaluation of the
curriculum.
The cumulative records of the school contain thousands
of raets ·a bout pupils enrolled and about their community .
To study these facts, classify them, and make recommendations

.from them which will have great s1gn1.ficance for the school's

program is one of the

ost dif.t'ieult but most rewarding tasks

of the guidance program.,l3

-

13Ib1d., pp .

31-32.

2.7
II.

SCHOOL OBJECTIVES

The basic premises upon which guidance programs are
developed include:
1. Every individual is
per on of worth and
dignity. As individuals the rights of children are
to be respected as are those or adults.
Every individual is a unique personality .
person is different in some respects from others .
Guidance seeks to understQnd and release ?;POwth which
will enable students to live with one another with
the!~ differences,
2.

Ea~h

.3 . The individual has the capacity foX" selfrealization and self-direction. With all individuals
is a desire to govern themselves, to make their own
decisions, and to live their own lives .

4, The individual has an inherent right to make
decisions concerning the choices which confront him.
The function of guidance 1s to aid the individual,
through assisting him to know himself and his world,
to ake such decisions and choices. Guidance per~
sonnel do not make decisions for the pupils nor do
they solve his particular problems. Instead,
through their special skills they seo~ to free the
oapae1ty or the individual to do so,l4
The school objectives

or

Townsend High School have

been formulated by the entire fa.culty end are:

1.

To guide the child•s growth into that of a well

integrated personality capable of' adjusting happily to
society.
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2.

To develop skills in language arts and the seienees

(the total subjects) that will enable the child to accept his
adult role in life,

,;.

'l'o understand the child as an individual rather

than to force hint into a common pattern-.

4.

To creat$ a democratic atmosphere so that the

basie fundamentals or democracy can be taught through living.

5•

'l'o teach and encourage good manners in the child r s

everyday l!.fe.

6,

To, teach the child to respect and care tor publle

property,.

7• To develop the child culturally so that he may
enjoy a richer, fuller life .
It 1s felt that these objectives may be realized with
proper application of all the principles that have be,e n .found

important, and by a sound program
members of the faculty.

or

cooperation between the

p,e .rt1cular emphasis should be given

to the guidance program and 1 ts sign1f'1oan.t role in the total

school curriculum.,
In order to objeetively examine the guidance program
at Townsend High Scb.ool in its relation to th.& entire curricu-

lum it seemed desirable to present the class schedule ot all

teachers 1n the schools• grades 7-12..

Figure 1 displays the

schedule tor the entire school day or six one•bour periods.
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Period 2

9:.35-10:46
Typing I
Health
Gen. ~athemat1cs
Rome Economics II
Social Studies -8
Science-8
Physical Ed,
Spanish I
Period ~

12:)0-l: 0
Typing I!
Geography
Plane Geometry
Home Economics III
Social Studies-7
Science-7
Physical Ed ,
Health

Typing II
World History
Algebra II
Rome Economics I
Guidance
General Science
English IV
En lish-8
Period 5

1:.30-~:jo

English I
Mathematics - 8
Chemistry
Guidance
Physical Education
English II
Spanish II

Period

A~erice.n History
Algebra I
Home Economi cs•

a

Physical Educe. ...
tion
Biology
English I
Period 6

~:30-3:30

Choir
Conference

FIGURE 1
CLASSROO 1 SCHED LE OF TOWNSEND

d

HIGH SCHOOL

.)0

So that the guidance program may be observed in terms
of time
devoted to this particular part of the counselor's
I

duties 1t was considered practicable to present the guidance
counselor's daily schedule .

This is portra7ed in Figure 2.

Casual observation shows that the counselor spends two

or

the six periods at guidance directing .. However, s1noe

Townsend is a amall school, seve-ral or the pupils are able
to secure the counseling they need.
III.

GROUP GUIDANCE

Due to limited time and a lack of the necessary

material and fao1l1t1es much Gf the guidance at Townsend High
School is done 1n groups .

This type of guidance 1s an out•

growth of other systems and includes homerooms, assemblies,
clubs and other activities .
Homerooms
Some 0!' the activities which have been used in ho:rn.erooms include:
l.

A prescribed program:

reading aloud and dis•

euss1.ng certain pages in the gu1dance

en eighth grade class

or

te~t

with

emotionally disturbed

ehildren .
2.

Giving individual or committee reports to the
group.
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Social Studies and Science
8th

9:35 ... 10:40

Guidance

10:40-11:45

Physi.e al Education

12:30- 1:.30

Social Studies and Science
7th

1: .)0· 2: .)0

Guidance

2: .)Q ...

Study Hall

.): .30

FIGURE 2
DAILY SCHEDULE OF GUIDANCE COUNSELOR AT
TOWNSEND HIGH SCHOOL

)2
3•

Viewlng and discussing a guidance tilnt.

4•

The question box pepiod.

5.

Viewing a previously prepared dramatic skit on
how.. -e.nd how not--to apply .for e. job.

6.,

Free. discussion o£ .s ocial relations.

7..

D1.scovery and discussion of a topic of high
immediate interest to a particular group ..

8.

Problem-solving that leads to action.

9.

D1f.f1eulties w.ith other teachers brought to the
home:room period.

10 .

Accent on individual

11.

Appointment of functioning committees~l5

advising~

Some of these activities have been used in Townsend
High School during the homeroom period.

Generally, the home•

!'oom period has been a waste o.f time, or used completely as a
period for study.
Assemblies
On rare occasions there is some pupil participation in
the assembly programs .
Various groups and classes sometimes give sk:lts , which
are taken trom. plays, and brief progr.ams are presented by
su ch organizations as the FHA and Beta Club.

lia~per

Occasionally

lSRuth Strang, Group Work in Education (New Yo:rk:
and Brothers, 1958), pp. 147'·154.

.3.3
speakers are brought in for vocational and inspirational
talks.

Educational movies are shown onee a month.
Every school should make a critical study

assembly

procedures~

or

its

A .faculty ... student committee should eon-

aider what kinds of progrms. will be most valuable and attrao•
tive to the student body- - lectures and demonatrations in the
various fields ot 11 terature and drama, education, athletics,

music, art, travel, science and religion.
C.l ubs and Other Activities

The FHA and Beta Club are the only organizations ot
this type :a t Townsend High School.

These active organize.•

t!ons make considerable contribution to the student lite.
Posters are .frequently prepared, reatur·ing some phase of the

work of the

organization~

and placed on the bulletin board.

Each year a Townsend yearbook is prepar·e d by the

senior class, which portrays many

or

the phases of the lives

o£ the students during the sehool term..

In the way of drama,

a junior and a senior class play are presented each year,.
Some gt-oup guidance is given to the students by the
classroom. teachers.

In .fact this adro1t method of directing

the students by subtle suggestion and example has often
proved to be very ertect1ve.

observed at Townsend High

«fh1s type

School~t

or

guidance has been
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IV.

INDIVIDUAL GUIDANCE

In many cases individual guidance is more meaningful
and effective than group guidance..

While m.uch more total

time is required to reach a number of pupils individually; results are often gratifying enough to justify this extra expenditure .

Some ot the types ot individual guidance at Town-

send High School include:
Homeroom Sponsors
Some individual guidance is done by these sponsors,
even outside of the school rooms.

Pupils frequently discuss

special problems in the morning, at the lunch period, or
after school with a homeroom teacher, who shows a deep interest in a pupil.

This has sometimes been of es.pecial signifi-

cance in the guidance pro ram.
Guidance Counselor

There is a

uidance counselor at Townsend who devotes

two hours each day to the counseling needs of the pupils.
The program of testing and measurements is principally taken
care of during these periods. together with the necessary
record keeping attendent to the duties ot a

counselor~

During the course or the s chool term every pupil in Townsend

High School is given a guidance interview.

!t a

pupll has

any special problems or disturbances, that particular
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individual may be interviewed quite extensively on
occasions .

Records are kept in the counselor's riles of each

which are valuable in the making of

pupil~

everal

The pupil ·• s curriculum., major and

~1nor

any dec1a1on·s .

fields

or

study, .a nd

the selection of a life ' s vocation are o.f ten effected by the
cumulative records which are kept .
Classroom Teachers
The classroom teachers usually do an adequate job or

individual guidance when it is considered that they have a
limited

~~ount

of time available.

Some of this individual

counseling is done during the classroom periods. but most of
it is accomplished before and after school and between

classes.

Helping pupils with their lesson assignments eon-

stitutes most of' the counseling.
the field

or

vocational planning.

Some counseling is done in
Some counseling is

rendered by classroom teachers with emotionally disturbed
pupils, or those with adjustm.ent problems.

Each teacher is

also responsible for helping to keep a complete and accurate
set of permanent records for each child .
Px-ineipal
Ordinarily the prineipal•s part in guidance is concerned with discipline problems .

The parents' help and co·

operation are solicited it 1 t is fe.lt that the problem can
be solved in this manner.

The principal also takes the
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responsibility of scheduling transfer students and getting
them acquainted with the school and the curriculum.

He takes

care of special emotional problems, student welfare activities, and arranges for students who are unable to buy their
lunches to be included on the free lunch program.

Re also

refers pupils and their, families who are in need to the proper
authorities.
Honse Economics Teacher

At Townsend High School the home economics teacher has
a one hour period each day which is set aside as a conference

period.

During this period she helps the girls on their

projects when it is needed.

t1ost of the aot1v1 ties of the

Future Homemakers of A er1ca are taken care of during this
conference period.

Girls who have emotional problems and are

willing to discuss them may confer ld th the home economics
teache~

at this time.
V.

CHAPTER

Sut~RY

A review was given of the aehool objectives 1n
Chapter III.

This was shown from the viewpoint of the com-

parison of the school objectives of Townsend High School
with the ideal objectives of a model high school.
that the guidance program at

~ownsend

In order

might be more

thoroughly understood. schedules 'W'ere presented to acquaint
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all with the complete high school program, and the daily ac•
tiv1t1es

or

the guidance counselor.

Group guidance was examined from the point
of

home~oom

ties .

or

view

activity, assentbl:1es, and clubs and other act1vi•

By the very nature o£ th$ school's organization, tt

was pointed out that much

or

the counseling must be done with

groupe.
lnd1v1dua1 guidance was discussed front the s t«mdpo1nt

o.f the homeroom sponsors, the guidance counselor., classr-oom
teachers, the pr:!nc1pal, end the· home economics teacher.

tt

was deduced that all these people 11 working in close coopera•
t1on with the guidance counselor, should be a.bl$ to offer ade•
quate guidance to the pupils at Townsend High School, with
many services due for improvement.

CHAPTER IV
PROBLEMS OF THE GUIDANCE PROGRAM

A problem is a block of some kind that necessitates
a change in behavior •·

The need to ·c hange aeeus tomed ways of

doing things is greatly resented by some people.
may oppose change

be~ause

they are not sure whether they can

behave in a different manner.
merely a. nuisance ..

Some people

Others may considel" change as

For still other people, change is 1nven-

t1on, experimentation, innovation, the lifeblood of teaching ..
Monotony anci repetition have no place in a progl'essive pro gram.
A number of problems are confronted by a guidance
progreJih

Some of the.se problems are serious while others are

more or less trivial .

These often vary with the type

or

community, the background of the pupils, and the personality
of the guidance leaders.

Some of the problems found at

·T ownsend High School include:
I..

·THE DROPOUT PROBLEM

The .first purpose of' an objeetiv$ guidance program is
to 1\tttnish the pupils with guidance 1n.form.e.tion which will
stimulate an interest to remain in school.

This might well

include the par-ents and people of' the community as well ..
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The problem of pupils dropping out or school befoz-e
they graduate tz-om high school has become so s eri·o us across
the nation that it has challenged the thinkers and lawmakers
at all levels--from college presidents to the classroom
teaoh~rs,

from members of Congress to the members of the

County Courts in the most remote sections of our nation.
Just when the brainpower of the country is declared to be
more imperative than at any time in our history, increasing
numbers of pupils

~

formative years.

dropping out of

s~hool

during their

oat of these dropouts are joining a

swelling host of unemployed youth, and- too often, are be•
coming involved in acts of juvenile delinquency •.

Table V presents a record of the dropouts of Townsend
High School for a ten-year period from 1954 through 1963.
The pupils were listed by grades , seven through twelve, for
each year.
The ten•year period studied represented. the most
recent years for which information could be secured .

It was

found that the variation of total dropouts from year to year
was not pronounced .

However, the total dropouts for 1963,

the last school year surveyed,. was sm.aller than any of the
other years studied.
Examination of the data presented 1n Table V disclosed
that the lar est number of dropouts occurred during the
academic years which ended in 1959, and the term which ended

TABLE V
DROPOUTS BY GRADES OF SCHOOL YEARS

Number .or Dl"OE<m ts .bz

1954•196)

Grades

Year

I

8

9

10

ll

12

1954

2

2

3

2

2

1

12

1955

1

)

4

2

l

0

11

19.$6

2

1

3

3

2

1

12

19)7

1

2

4

2

l

0

10

19)8

2

2

5

!

2.

1

14

1959

2

2

9

0

2

l

16

1960

1

3

2

1

2

1

16

1961

1

l

.3

2

2

1

10

1962

1

2

l

1

2

4

11

1963

0

1

3

3

2

0

9

Ten Ye$r
'l'otal

1.3

19

37

24

18

10

121

Ten Year
Average

1.)

1.9

3· 7

2 .. 4

1.8

1. 0

12.1

Total

4l
1n 1960.

There were sixteen pupils who dropped out ot school

during each ot theae years.

No apparent explanation can be

offered tor these dropouts. though the change from the eighth
grade to the ninth has sometimes been described as great
enough to upset some pupils..

or

dubious s1gn1f1ce.nce., 1t

might be explained. the high number or dropouts in 1959 and
1960 occurred largely as a result of the unusual high numbel'
who dropped

out of the. class which graduated in 1962, during

the years these pupils were in the ninth and tenth grades.

The largest number of dropouts during this ten-year
period occurred in the ninth

rade.

There were th1rty•seven

pupils who dropped out in the ninth grade , which means that
an average or 3. 7 pupils dropped out of school in the ninth
grade each year .
grade.

!lext.- in descending order, w.a e the tenth

During the ten-year period there were twenty-four

pupils who dropped out of school in the tenth grade.

This

was an average of! .2 .. 4 pupils each year who quit school while
they were pupils in the tenth grade.

The .fewest dropouts

occurred while pupils were in the twelfth

rade.

Only ten

pupils dropped out during the ten-year period in the twelfth
grade.

This was an avera e of one pupil each year.

II.

LACK OF ADJUSTMENT TRAINING

The second expressed purpose of a guidance program is
to provide adequate adjustment training which will serve to
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minimize dropouts among high school pupils .

The acuteness

of this problem has often been emphasized.
Some

roup aet1v1ties not only give information about

vocations and after tey•out experiences 1n the fields

or

art,

usic, journalism., and the like; they also afford valuable
experience 1n adjusting oneself to other people .

Employers

seek applicants who have been active 1n school organizations.
Success in many vocations depends more on the ability to
establish

ood relations on the job than upon the possession

of any specific vocational sk111 .1
Parents are interested in the occupational choices
their children .

or

It is fascinating news for parents to know

how some of the youngsters do a sizable piece of investigation into some certain type of work, and how some start the·1r
study from people who have been a success in certain fields .
One of the most prevalent questions, among parents

and students, concerns the school•s willingness and ability
to .find employment for those who attend and for those who
graduate..

Parents often do not realize the difficulty

or

securing employment f'or students, especially for those who
do not graduate.

Naturally, the problem is much more acute

!'or those who drop out of school .

lRuth Strang, Grou} Work in Education. (New York:
Harper end Brothers, 1958 , p_. 18.
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Table VI discloses the present occupation of the
pupils who would have graduated 1n 1962, but dropped out ot
school between the time they entered grade seven end the end

ot grade twelve.

'i'h1s information reveals several important

faets about the type or employment these dropouts were able
to secure and emphasizes the need for training 1n adjustment
in high

school~

A total of twenty-five pupils who entered the seventh
grade at Townsend did not graduate in 1962, because they
dropped out of school.

Other pupils transferred to other

schools, and a few came to Townsend by transfer.,
The pu 11 who dropped out
grade was unemployed

~hen

or

school in the seventh

the present survey was made.

Records indicate that this former pupil has been unemployed
muoh or the time since leav1n

school in 1956.

Two pupils dropped out o.f S·o hool, from the class surveyed, while they were 1n the eighth grade.

One

or

these

pupils 1s now married and carrying on regular household
duties, while the other dropout is unemployed .

In the ninth grade a total o£ nine pupils dropped
out of

school~

This represented the largest number to drop

out of school dur·1ng any single year between 1956 and 1962.
These dropouts are eurr$ntly engaged in various activities.
Three are in military service.
wives .

Two of the number are house ..

One of the former pupils is working 1n an industrial
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TABLE VI
PRESENT OCCUPATION OF DROPOUTS OF CLASS OF 19_62

·G rade

ot
Dropout

Military
service

House ..
wives

Industrial
Workers

Unemployed
l

7

8

1

1

9

3

2

1

3

10

2

2

l

2

ll

1

1

12

1

1

1

1

7

7

Total

8

45
plfmt,.

Three of the dropouts are unemployed._

This means

that one•third of those who dropped out of school in the ninth

grade have not found regular employment and ax-e unemployed at
present ..
There was: a slight decline in the number ·who dropped

out in the tenth grade .

During the school year 19.59-60 there.

were seven who dropped out of .sehool.

This was the second

largest nW11.ber or- dropouts .ror a year,. being exceed.,d only by
the nine who dre>pped out in the ninth grade.

The occupational

range of these seven dropouts are as follows:

two are in the

military servi¢e, two

or

the former pupils are housewives,

one is employed as an industrial worker, and two are unemployed.
The percentage of unemployed is 28, which is slightly less
than

fOX'

those who dl"opped out in the ninth grade .

Only two pupils dropped out of school 1n the eleventh
grade.

Various ciroumstances seem to be .responsible for

this.

The pttincipal reason, perhaps, is based on the fact

that two previous years had witnessed huge dropouts, which had
eliminated most

or

those l-Jho were losing interest in school .

Of.' the two pupils who dropped out in the eleventh grade, one
is in military service, while the other is s. housewife.
During the. senior year ot 1961 ...62 there were four
pupils who dl'opped out ot school.

currently employed as followst

The·s e .four dropouts .a re

one is 1n m111ta:ry service,

one is a h.ousewi.fe, one 1s an 1ndustz.1al worker, and one is
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unemployed.,
·The data shown 1n fable V! serve to re-emphasize the
deduction that the rate of unemployment is. high among those

who drop out or sehool during junior high school and senior
high school de.y.s .

About one•th.!rd of those who dropped out

ot this class are currently unemployed.
III.

INADEQUATE TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS

'The third stated pu:r*pose of a praet1eable guidance pt'o ...
gram 1&- to

administe~

suf'tie1ent te.s ts and measurements of

the proper type ·t o f'u:rn1sh pel'tinent information concerning

the pupils interests and aptitudes.

'l'he guidance program at

Townsend High Sehool was examined in view of meet!ng the
needs in the area of teste and measurements.

People., generally, considet' it vitally important for
the youngsters to get a broad, overall view of work possibilitie& and, in light
side11ed choice.

or

their own aptitudes. make a con ...

I.f aptitude tests are give·n , parents like

to lt'now what they a:re.

They appreciate having the person who

gives the tests dese:ribe them. demonstrate them:, and tell now
they aid in knowing how to guide the young people.

Whatever

the policy of the school may be in d1souss1ng the student's
te.s ts results with him., with hi$ parents, or with him and
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his parents togethe~, it should be ex.plained . a

The program of tests and measurements at Townsend High
School might be . considered quite limited..

During the high

school period, of grades seven thl'ough twelve, only two types

ot evaluative tests are given.

These are Metropolitan Achieve-

ment Tests and Lorge- Thorndike Intelligen.ce Tests.

Also,

there is much room for questioning the desirability of the
use that is made of these tests.

Generally. the parents do

not know the score made by their children, and only in rare

instances are the parents or pupils called in for interviews
concerning the results and indicat.ions of these tests .

This

s.y be considered as a major problem of the guidance service

at Townsend High School.

IV.

LI !TED ASSE!1BLIES

The fourth purpose of a satisfactGey gu!.danc

is to

provide appropriate assembly programs which will serve to
rurnish pupils with vooat!..o nal information and will inspire

them to cultivate their skills.

An examination 1s made

or

the extent that Townsend High School fills this purpose.
The claim has been made that school assemblies help
to develop school unity, arouse school spirit, provide

Zo.zoace Langdon end Irving W. Stout. Helping Parents
Understand Their Children's Sehool (Englewood Cliffs, New
Jersey~
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1961), P• 237.
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curricula~

motivation for

extra~cu~ricular

activities, st'i.'Tlulate interest in

activities, build proper habits and atti-

tudes in audieneeEt;. afford opp"Ortunity to share information,

create intelligent public opinion in school. stimulate expression and overcome selt-consciousness, develop esthetic
appreciation end widen interests, encourage sel.f"- expl:"ession,

and provide 1nap1x-at1on and opportunity .f"or focusing higher
values in the school and in the eonununity.3

At Townsend High School student assemblies are not
Since the installation of' th& publi¢ announce-

hel4 regularly.

ment system there is no need to bring the student body to-

gether for announcements.

As a result of' this change, regu.•

lar assembly programs have. practically dis.appeared,

Also,

student participation in the p:rograms have ceased to exist.
'rl'l,& problem of' stimulating an interest
p~ograms is a

in planned ass.ernbly

vital one at Townsend High
V.

School~

PUBLIC DISFAVOR OF GUIDANCE

The fifth purpose of an e!'feetive guidanee program is
to acquaint the public witt-. the object1ves of' the guidance

program in such ·a way that the eommun!ty cooperat.i on might be
~nlisted.

evaluated.

By use

or

a questionnaire this category was
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The community's support
very important .

~£

the gu1Q.ance program is

Par$nte and other adult citizens can give a

picture ot how the guidance services look to them and suggest
both improvements in the services and changes in the program

ot public information .

Since the schools belong to the

people, it follows that periodically an attempt should be
made to present the school through the public's eye.
Using a sample questionnaire several of the leading
citizens in the Townsend community were asked a number o:r
pertinent questions.

The evaluative sampling material was

compiled from Administration or Guidance Services . 4

A group

or ten representative c1ti2ens were asked to reply to the
followin
1.

queries:
How would you judge the choice ot subjects
offered in Townsend High School?
A greater choice than moat schools
---About
the same choice as moat schools.

---

---Less

2.

choice than moat schools.

Do .you believe Townsend High School is preparing
boys and girls for the following:

4Raymond N. Hatch and Buford Steftlre, Administration
or
Guidance Services (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice Ball, Ine., 1958}, PP• 282-283.

About the

Much better
than most
schools

same as
average
school

Not as
good as
other
schools

Citizenship

(8)

(2)

Earning a living

(!J.)

(6~

Parenthood and
:tamlly life

(6)

(!t)

Personal health

{7)

(J)

Reading, writing,
arithmetic

(2)

(8)

Recreation

(2}

(7}

(1)

Religious,. moral end
ethical experienc-e s

(1)

(6)

c~>

The number ot people 1nd1eat1ng their choice ot each

part of eaeh query is shown in parenthesis in the proper
blank.

Replying to the first query, the citizens were equally
d1v1ded.

Five considered that Townsend High School offered

about the same choice of subjects as other schools..

An equal

number of .f'1ve considered that the pupil.s at Townsend have
less choice than most schools ..

It was explained that this

was due to the relatively small number enrolled 1n Townsend

High School, making it impossible to of£"er a wide range of
subject choioes ..
In response to the second query eonee).;>tling the quality

ot preparation pupils are receiving at Townsend High School
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in various categories, the greater number placed the school
about the same as the average. school or not as good as other>
schools.-

An average of six persons thought boys and girls

at Townsend were being prepared about the same as the average
school,.

An average of almost four citizens thought Townsend

High School is not as good as other schools in preparing boy·s

and girls for the qualities listed .

Two respondents

men~

tioned rec:r.e at1on preparation at Townsend as being much better
than most schools.

One person listed Townsend High School as

much better than most schools in religious, moral and ethical
experiences .
The results

ot the survey indicated that the· community

attitude toward guidance at Townsend High School was favorable
1n the areas or recreation and of' religious, moral and ethi•

eal training.
Vl.

UNBALANCED EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

The sixth purpose of a guidance program is to bv1ng a
desirable balance to the eurrioulum.

The seventh purpose is

veey closely related to the sixth and gives as its objective
to bring a desir-able bal nee to the school's extra ...

curricular activities .
The benefits of' extra-currieular activities in the
high school have long been recognized.

ln order for a pupil

to become well- balanced and properly developed it is generally
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conceded that he should take part in a wide range of activities.
The problem at Townsend High School emerges from the
startling fact that participation in athletics is practically
the only extra-curricular activity offered to the pupils.
Football for the boys in the late summer and autumn, basketball for girls and boys during the winter, and a program of
track for g irls and boys in the spring gives a well-rounded
athletic program for a small high school.

But in view of

total pupil participation and in a diversity of type of act:1.v1t1es, this program supplies very unbalanced extra ...
curricular activities.
VII.

CHAPTER SUMMARY

Chapter IV presented proble"lls of the guidance program
at Townsend Hi gh School.

The dropout problem was examined

for the ten-year period of 1954... 63,

This exami nation revealed

that the ye ars of 1959 and 1960 experi enced the greatest number of dropouts during the ten-year period.
The cla ss which graduated in 1962 was
example.

t~{en

as an

The class experienced twenty-five dropouts from the

seventh grade through the twel.fth.
the dropouts was determined.

The present occupation of

The findin gs revealed that

about one-third of the pupils who dropped out
currently unemployed.

~f

school are
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Another problem confronted by the guidance program at
Townsend High School was the lack of adjustment training re•
ceived by the pupils, especially those who dropped out end
sought jobs.
The pro rB.l11

or

tests and measurements used at Townsend

High School was considered inadequate for a thorough evalua•
tion of the students.

This inadequacy in an 1 portant phase

of the guidance service was considered a serious problem at

Townsend High School .
Student a.s semblies have become so irregular and
limited that this has become a problem that needs attention
by the guidance counselor and the administrative personnel

ot Townsend High School.
Practically all the extra-curricular activities at
Townsend High School include the athletic program.

While it

is considered very commendable tor a school to participate
1n a well-rounded program of interscholastic athletics, the
extra-curricular act1v1t1es should include much
athletics.

ore than

CHAPTER V
WAYS OF EXPANDING THE GUIDANCE PROGRAM

A school system would appear to be most willing for
improvements to be made in its program when there is the
least amount of complacency in its present condition end
practices .

Constructive changes are m:ost likely to occur

when the school ha.s a clear and realistic self•concept based
on care.ful, objective evaluation.

Productive changes a:t'e

most likely when the ideal is based on a knowledge of what
is being done constructively elsewhere and what 1 t seems
possible to do in the speci.fic situation.

Eduoa.t1onal lea.de.r ...

ship must attend first to the task of clarifying

selt~concepts

and calling up the vision of a more nearly ideal program be ...
fore improvements can be made .

Complacency is character•

istic of a climate which is not condu cive to improvement.!

An experiment was conducted in Texas to determine
certain factors about the guidance program.

To arrive at

current trends and practices, a quest1onna1J;>e was sent to
th1rty-£1ve school systems 1n Texe.s, which were considered
to have outstanding guidance programs.

A tabulation of

lRaymond N. Hatch and Buford Steffl:re, Admin1st,rat1on
of Guidance Services (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice Hall, Inc., 1961}, P• 305.
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information was made on twenty-eight of the questionnaires

retu:rned.

The questionnaire is a checklist type with seventy-

nine questions grouped into ten areas • . Since this checklist
closely parallels the type used to evaluate the guidance pro-

gram. at Townsend High Sehool, the results are examined, with
1nterest. 2
An analysis of the questions and the important findin s

in the Texas study are developed e.ecordin · to the ten

reas.

Of the twenty ... eight school systems reportin , only twenty--two

have some kind of personnel directing part or complete
t1on to guidance.

atten~

From the questionnaires it was determined

that certain trends are obvious.
In the area of General Information these trends are
apparent:
1. Counselors are being used extensively in
the high school and junior high.

2. In the elementary school, counselors from
the secondary school are used only for specialized
purposes, such as testing.
,3. The center or guidance activities is
separated from the administrative activities of the
school.. The location of the guidance of.fice is
either adjacent to or completely removed from the
administrative off1ce.3

2 Berlie J. Fallon, A Post-Sputnik Look e.t Guidance
in Public Schools (Lubbock: Tne west Texas~ school Study
Council, 195'9), P• 2.
3Ibid., pp .. .3-4.

-
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In the area of Meeting Individual Needs the signifi•
cant trends are:
1. In identifying the gifted child• more than one
method 1s used.. Co'1lrllon practices for identification
are standardized tests, teacher recommendations, and
past performance.
2. A minimum of I . • score is not a widespread
method of classirying students •
.). The methods used in helping the gifted child
are homogeneous rouping, enrichment or curriculum,
and individual help.

4• The organization of the professional staff to
help the gifted child is more limited than efforts to
identtfy and help the gifted child.

s.

Schools 1nfor:n parents of their child 1 s ability,
but the we.y, and the kind of information varies. The
practice of not informing parents of child's I •• is
common school proeedure.4

In the area of Informational Services the checklist
for the surveyed Texas High Schools lists the outstanding
trend as:
D1i'ferent kinds of informational services are
easily accessible to students 1n the guidance or~
!'ice, library, and classroom and for use in individua~ conferences, large and small group presentation.5

In the area or Orientation of Pupils several trends
are enumerated:

1.

Schools rely on several me thods of orienting
students with homeroom discussion as the most used

4rbid.,

-

• 6.

Sib1d., pp. 7·8.
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method. The use of assembly, handbooks, student
clubs and organizations, and school visits are
also methods equally effective not far behind
homeroom discussion~
2. Individual conference is the mcst effective
method used by schools for orienting new students
to the school system..,
). Homeroom discussion is the most helpful method
for orienting students 1n a lower un1t before
entering a higher unit of the school system. Other .
effective methods are guided tour o~ next higher unit_.
talks in assembly of lower unit, and individual conferences.

4. Parents of pre-secondary school ehildren are
involved in the orientation program by publications
sent hoge and through conferences and visits to the
school.
In the area or Evaluation or Guidance

I

oaram th4t trend

is stated:
Informal observation is the common method of
evaluating the guidance program with some schools
also using .f'ollow.-up sjtudies, survey of opinions;
and normative surveys.7
In the area of Educational and Vocational Guidance the

trends are speei.fied as:
l. Individual guidance is used more' e.xtensiv,e ly
than g:roup guidance 1n helping student.s on selecting
their school program and extra•ourr·i oular activities.
2.

Guidance for college is available for stu·

dents in informational materials, gl"oup and indi ..

vidual guidance, along with special activities; such
as college consultants, trips to colleges, career or
eollege days, and testing.

6Ib1d .. , PP• 9-10.

-

). Vocational counseling is carried .o n through
individual counseling, vocational reading materials,
and testing programs.

4.,

Ce.:reer days are used extensively.

5• Counseling for personal and social adjustment
is done individually. The teacher still does a
major part or it with the use of c·ommunity special ....
1ste on a re.fe:rral basis.
6. School programs are made flexible so students
will have time to seek guid.a nce.

7. The use of faculty sponsor varies, with no
trends evident. No marked trend to use homeztoom
teachers as faculty sponsor was &bown.

a.

Guidance is provided for military service
and non-graduates returning f~om military service.
9. Inte-rviews and follow-up studies on drop ... outs
are part or the school guidance program ..
10.

Guidance

o~

students who seek scholarships is

accomplished on e.n 1ndiv1d.ual basis. 8

'These areas of guidance and the trends which were ob-

served ·t n the selected schools in 'l'exe.s correspond very
closely to tbe purposes of the guidance program at Townsend
Hig h School.

The improvement of services gives .first consideration
to the "needs" of the· student body.

The term "needs" em•

phas1.zes the teachings appropriate to the pupils. and may be
translated as

11

problem.sn or udevelopmental tasks."

The

criteria of usefulness must, in the final analysis; be the

-

B!bid., pp. 14-1$.
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physical, psyeholog1eal, and social natura

or

the pupils.

These needs may be pointed up by the administration ot an
approved checklist.

A comprehensive checklist is presented

in th$ Appendix of this study.

Many of the needs of the

pupils and the praeticab1l!ty of the techniques used by the
guidance staff are analyzed, based on the checkl1s t and the
date. it reveal·s .
I.

CLASSROOMS A D SUBJECT AREAS

A committee of five members composed or the guidance
counselor, the principal and three selected faculty members
evaluated the guidance program at

~ownsend

High School.

The

criteria for evaluation were the checklist, personal observation and personal contact with teachers, pupils, parents and
citizens or the community with a keen interest in the school.
'l'hrou h use of a checklist, 1.n the form or a. questionnaire,
information was secured suf'ficient to project a satisfactory
evaluation or the guidance program.
An examination of a guidance· program discloses that
the classrooms are the core of the school's contribution.
The strength and the weakness of any school's curriculum can
appropriately be evaluated by th& p·r ocedures 1n the elae rooms, and the objectivity of the subject areas,
The initiation of any improvements in the guidance
services is essentially a process of curriculum development
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and revision or expansion.

or

The curriculum is the total body

educative experiences or.tered under school supervision.,

On the othel" hand guidance services are those organized ae•
t1v.ities which aid each pupil in examining, ev·a luatlng, and

choosing realistic personal goals and which follow each pupil
through toward the realization of his goale ,9
A ,c hange in the guidance services has value only as

it improves the total school

program~

Sim.ilarly, any change

in the curriculum should be considered only as it improves
the school program in its entirety,

Sound judgments about

any change should be made strictly in the light or the
·c urriculum.

Any change in the school program woul,d be un-

wise H' the change would result in limitations ot course
ofrerings to such an extent that the total

pro~am.

would

suffer, or increase or decrease the average class size to the
extent that teachers would be handicapped by classes too
large or too small.

As a step in orientation of pupils to the school,
end or farn111ar1zing the teaohere and guidance counselor with
the pupils, a number or tests are given from the seventh
grade through the twel.fth.

Data concerning these testa are

presented 1n Figure 3•

9Edward C. Roeber, Glenn E .. Srn1 th,. and Charles E,
Erickson, Orge.nfzati,on and Adm1nf.stration of." Guidanc~

Services (New York:
p ..

4- ·

McGraw• Hill Book Company, Inc., 1955),
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Year

Title

Form

7th

Metropolitan
Achievement
Tests

Advanced
Bm

8th

Metropolitan
Achievement
Tests

Bm

Where test results al."e
available
Individual teacher until
end of grade then filed
1n pupil's folder in
principal's office
Individual teacher until
end of grade then tiled
in pupil's folder in
principal's office

9th

Lorge •Thorndike
Intelligence
Teets

A

Individual teacher until
end of grade then filed
1n pupil ' s .folder in
principal's office

lOth

Lorge-Thornd1ke
Intelligence
Tests

A

Individual teacher until
end of grade then filed
in pupil 's folder in
principal 's office

11th

Lorge -ThorndiJce
Intelligence
Tests

A

Individual teacher until
end of grade then filed
in pupilfs folder in
principal 's otf'1ee

12th

Large-Thorndike
Intelligence
Tests

A

Individual teacher until
end of grade then filed
in pupil's folder in
principal's office

FIGURE .3
TYPE OF TESTS GIVEN AT TOWNSEND

HIGH SCHOOL
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Figure 3 reveals that the

Met~opolitan

Achievement

Tests are given to pupils in the seventh and eighth grades,
the first two grades of the junior high school.

For !'our

years, beginning with the ninth grade,. pupils are given the
torge-Thorndike Intelligence Tests each year.

As indicated

by the figure, the results of the tests are kept by the indi•
vidual teacher until the end or the grade.

At the end of the

current grade-year the results are placed in the pupil's
individual folder and tiled in the principal's o.ftiee.

In

this way, there is always a dependable record of the pupil's
rating and ability accessible to interested people.

A co.'ttmittee of five persons was created at Townsend
High School in the early days of the guidance program.

This

committee assumed as one of its many duties the evaluation
of the guidance program based on the checklist.
Rel'erence to the checklist in the Appendix discloses
that the .first item
Inventory.lO
1.

or

concern is listed as the Individual
queries are made:

The followin

Are cumulative records maintained for all students
of the following grades?
apply):

(7)

Since these types

(8)

or

(9)

(Circle those whi,c h
(10)

(11)

{12)

records are kept, year by year,

at Townsend. the, guidance service was given a pe:ri.'ect score
10Hatch and Steftlre, 2.£•

ill•,

PP•

465 ... 472.

on this item.
2.

Is information about students for inclusion in the
cumulative record gathered by means of (Cheek
those used.):
Personal data blanks or questionnaire?

(Yes)

Academic aptitude tests (intelligence)?
Personality teste of checklists?

(Yes)

(No)

Periodic health and physical examination?
Autobiographies?
Reading tests?
Interviews?

(Yes)

(Yes)
(Yes - -to a gualir1ed extent)

(Yes)

Sociometric studies?

(No)

Teacher ratings? (No)
Anecdotal records?

(Qualified}

Achievement tests? (Yes)
Interest tests?

(No)

When item two was evaluated it was found that Townsend
High School met six of the eleven requirements. 'With one of
the answers indicating that the anecdotal records are not very
complete-.

3.

In terms of the staff and student need for informa-

tion about students, how co:nplete are the student
records as a whole?
Very complete

(Check one)

; Quite complete

;

Barely adequate for minimum needs (X) ;
. u1te incomplete_____ ; Very incomplete_____
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The .g uidance committee decided that the student records

are barely adequate for minimum needs.

It was concluded that

thie item should be rated about 75 per cent, when the ideal
is considered as 100 per cent.

4•

What efforts are made by the school to assist students toward better self-understanding by inter-.

pretat1on o£ information in the cumulative records?
(Check one)
Very great efforts
Some efforts

(X)

Little or no efforts
The guidance committee concluded that some efforts

were made to assist students toward better self-understanding
by interpretation of information in the cumulative records.
A

f.air grade for this item was considered about 75 per cent,

using 100 per cent as a

base~

In the area of Individual Inventory several deficiencies were discovered.

These included the keeping of more

complete records of the pupils, especially concerning home
life, social life and personality traits of the pupils.

Also

an area of need seemed to exist with regards to information
supplied from records and helping the pupils to interpret
the information gathered.
The next area of investigation ineluded in the
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checklist concerns tbe Informational Services.

In this cate-

gory the :following questions were asked:
1.

ls educational and occupational information pro-

vided for students by means of:
pational books and
catalogs?

pa~phlets?

.a file of ocou ..
(X) ; college

(X) ; the use of occupational posters,

charts, films, end exhibits?
occupations?

(X)

; a

(X) ; a class in

career day?

{X) ; oeeupa ..

tiona units integrated with school courses?
a eolle e day?

(X} ; referral

(X) ;

to community per-

sons or a gencies able and willing to provide
help?

(X) ; visits to busines

and industry?

(X} •

(Cheek those which apply to your school)
Townsend High School rated very close to perfect 1n

each 1tem of thi.s category.

'l'he amount of material concerning

occupational choices was, in some cases, rather limited,.

Yet

the guidance service makes every effort to secure the material listed above4

The

uidance committee rated the school

90 per cent in meeting these suggestions ..

2.

Row extensive is the educational and occupational

information available to students?
Very extensive?
Somewhat 11 1ted?
Very 11m1 ted?

(Check one)

; Qu1te , extensive?
(X) ; Quite limited?_____ ;
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lt was apparent that the school end the guidance proram would fit into the category of somewhat limited f.n this

type or evaluation.

It was concluded that the rating should

be placed about 80 per cent, out of a po·s sible per.feet score

of 100.

3·

Is· personal and

so~ial

information made available

to all students by specific or ganized act1v1t1es

ot personal ... social problems units
(No}, use of

grams?
(X) •

visual aids?

(X)

G;r

courses?

* assembly

pro-

(X) , re.ferral to appropriate references?

(Check those which apply)

These requirements were not .fully met in any of the

Courses were offered in the high school curricu-

categories..

lum,. such as sociology and home economies, which pnrtially
.fulfilled the requirement.

tensively.

Visual aids were used quite ex•

Assembly programs were presented, but usually

were poorly planned and not very helpful to the pupils.

Referrals were frequently made to a eneies outside the school
such as the Tennessee Employment Ageney and private employment agencies .

Hot-iever, this service is not as extensive as

1 t should be,.

For 1tem three, liated above, 'l'ownsE'nd High Sehool
rated approximately 90 per cent 1n tilling the requirements
neaes•ary tor a progressive, useful guidance program in a
small high school.
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In the classification of classrooms and subject areas,
Townsend school was computed in the range between

85

and 90

per cent with respect to the items listed on the checklist.
The chief handicap seems to exist in the size

or

the enroll•

ment, which makes it a very small high school, and in the
seriouBly 11 ited curriculum, made inflexible by a small
number O·f teachers.

Some type of school consolidation seems

the only solution for this problem.
II.

THE C UNSELING SERVI CE

The initiation of improve ents in guidance services
may take many forms, depending on the philosophy of the
school, the present facilities 1n the school and the community,
the staf.f, the present school program, the pupil population;
and other l!"'elevant variables.

There seem to be certain step!;

that precede the initiation of the improvement.
clude survey

or

These in-

needs, acceptance of responsibility,

broadening staff experiences, co:nm.ittee r .e commendation, and
staff reaction and revision of the recommendations.
In order that

reco~endations

for improvements of the

counseling service at Townsend High School might be offered,
the checklist was again used.

An

evaluation 1s given by

showing the portion of the checklist devoted to the counseling
service, and by presenting the appropriate answers.

1.

Are all teachers encouraged to counsel with
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--Are selected starr members assigned a portion of
students and parents?

2.

Yes (X)

No

--- -

their time for counseling service?
).

No (X)

Do teacher•counselors make use or referral

No (X)
--Is there a counseling room in which counseling

resources?

4•

Yes

Yes

can be conducted with some privacy?

Yes {X)

---

No
,.

Have eounse·lors had some specialized training in
counseling·? Yes (X)

6.

No_ __

What provision is made .for counseling relative to
scheduling and program planning?
Very extensive provisi.on?
Some provision?

(X)

(Cheek one)

---

Little or no provision?
According to the evaluat1.on Townsend High School falls
into the category of some
7•

provision~

Are particular efforts made to provide counseling
for:

(Check any that apply)

New transfer students? . (X~

--(exit interviews )

Potential dropouts?
School leavers?

Socially maladjusted? ----Emotionally maladjusted? _____
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Failing or probation students?
Disciplinary cases?

(X)

(X)

Particular efforts were made to provide counseling for
new transfer students, but not for potential dropouts.

No

particular efforts were made to provide counseling for school
leavers, or for socially or emotionally maladjusted pupils.
Particular efforts were made at Townsend High School to pro•
vide counseling services for .failing or probation students and
.for disciplinary cases.
The guidance prograrn or the school rated very low,
about 30 per cent, in this particular category, according to
an objective evaluation by the checklist,
8.,

What is the counseling time-student ratio for
the:
Junior High School ·-

One counseling hour daily
to

Senior High School -

...1!

students

One counseling hour daily
to 123 students

The guidance counselor at Townsend High School made no
arbitrary division ot his counselin
each day to devote to counseling.

time.

He had two periods

Assuming that he spends

one period with junior high school pupils and one period each
day with senior high sehool pupils, the time-student ratio
would be 71 for the junior high and 123
school pupils.

to~

the senior high
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In several areas of guidance service it was round that
Townsend High School showed a marked defieienc1•

Of especial

"importance was the counseling of pupils who planned to drop
out of school.

Great care should be used to attempt to

determine the reason the pupil was dropping out of school •.
When an evaluation was made of the counseling service,
with the view of trying to make improvements in the guidance
being done, it was deduced that the present service measures
up to established standards of the checklist in about 80 per
cent

or

the items.

So:ne o!' the items in which seriou

def!e:!enc!es occurred were ones of utmost importance in
fitting the pupils for better citizenship and economic well ...
being in later life .

Consequently, it was concluded that

every means possible should be used to improve the counseling
service where it has proved to be weak.

III.

PLANNED ASSEMBLIES

The elai . is sometimes made that the school assembly
helps to develop school unity, arouse school spirit, provide
motivation for curricular activities, stimulate interest in
extra-curricular activities, build proper habits and attitudes in audiences, afford opportunity to share information,
encoura e self-expression, and provide inspiration and
opportunity for focusing attention on hi her values to be
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applied in the sohool end in the eommun!tJ.ll
Based on w1de experience, it seems that a committee
should consider what kinds of programs will be most valuable
and attractive to the student body--lectures and demonstrations in the fields

or

literature and drama, education, ath-

letics, music, art, travel, science and religion.

A com•

m!ttee of this type has never been set up at Townsend.

But

matters relating to beneficial assembly programs have been
discussed in faculty meetings, and in informal discussion between the guidance counselQr and members of the faculty and
the principal.
Planned assemblies should be designed to include
programs which would appeal to the esthetic and social nature

ot the pupils.

Also certain assemblies should be devoted to

the d1scu:u1ion or vocational choices, and vocational oppor·
tun1t1es by suecesstul business men of.' the area.

This has

not been done nearly enough during the past at Townsend High
School.

The services of the State Employment personnel, with

ot'fi.c ea in

aryv!llef should be sought more often.

In arranging tor a series of planned assemblies, tor
a school semester or a year, certain t'actora should be consideJ"ed, such as:

1.

The purposes and goals which have been established

llRuth Strang, Group Work in Education {New York:
Harper and Brothers, 1958) , p.. i7b.
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.for the guidance program.
2..

What constitutes a desirable total guidance pro•
gram and whe.t phases should be emphasized?

3·

Means of discovering and using community resources
suoh as convincing speakers and referral agencies ,12

Planned assemblies are a vital part of a constructive
guidance program, tor such gxooupings of pupils offer a very
fertile field. for training in many areas ot learning.

Town•

send High School needs to greatly expand this phase of the
guidance program.
IV.

CLUBS AND STUDENT GROUPS

There is a definite need for the organization ·of' more

elubs at Townsend High School.
Club and F.H.A. Club.,

There are two clubs ...... the Beta

The only other student activities

that resemble a club are the various groups that work together
to produce the yearbook and the or an1za.t1ons that put on the
junior and the senior plays.
Several ways have been suggest.ed to initiate a club .

A group
club,.

or

interested students may get together to .form a

It is established in pesponse to a need felt by the

12Hateh and Stettlre, E,E• cit . , P• 325.
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members.

This is the ideal way to begin a new club.l)

In the past there have been several clubs at Townsend,.
but these nave been abandoned 1 chiefly b&eau.s e there was no

supervision by teachers who were already overworked.

How·

ever, the guidance service of the school should go to the

greatest lengths to stimulate interest in organ1 .t 1ng clubs
in the .fields

or

pupil interest.

Sometimes a club is started by a teacher who senses a
need grovdng out of interest in that teacher's subject,. or
by

a teacher who wishes to develop som.e hobby in which stu-

dents have shown interest.

This would seem to be the case

at l'f'ownsend, since the students are no longer familiar w1tb
clubs and: how they are 1ni tiated and organized .
V.

LOCAL BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL GROUPS

Townsend High School is limited in the

supp~rt

that

is received by the guidance program from local business and
professional groups.
corrected with the aid

However, the limitation might be

or

better understanding and some hard

work by business leaders and school personnel.
'.rhere is a Civic Club in Townsend, which maintains a
degree ot organized activity .

The members of this club work

through the Parent-Teacher Association and the school

l3strang, .21?.· cit. 1 p.

46.
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principal in an effort to provide better ser-vices for the
school .
Townsend has a Chamber of Commerce which is much more
active than would be expected of a town of about eight hundred
inhabitants .
to

prom~te

The chief purpose of this organization has been

the tourist trade.

Yet, the me bers are inter-

ested in the school and are eager to make contributions to
the guidance program .
The American Legion is composed of veterans.

The main

objective of this organization is to solidif'y the influence
of former servicemen and to care for the needs

or

fellow· mem•

bers and families, and any destitute people in the· com....
munity .

But the

embers have shown a keen interest in the

school and have expressed a desire to have a

p~o

easive

guidance program for the oncoming citizens.

VI.

PARENT- TEACHER GROUPS

The Parent•Teaohers Association is composed of the

parents of the children and the teachers

or

these pupils .•

This organization is active at Townsend and has been quite
helpful to the guidance counselor and the guidance program ..
The ·C Ounselor has observed that those parents who are active

members ot the Parent- Teachers Association and attend the
meetings and functions regularly have been most cooperative
in dealing with guidance problems concerning their children .
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This was the only active parent-teacher group at
Townsend.

It seems that many things should be done· to bring

the parents and teachers together on a more cordial basis.
It also appears that all those connected with the school

should take special care to let parents know that they are
welcome at the school and that no one l'esents any suggestions
the .fathers and mother

of the children might have to offer.,

Every effort should be made to bring groups of :parents
and teachers together at Townsend High School to share problems that they have in common and to try to advance practicable solutions.

VII.

PLACEMENT SERVICES

A summer job placement program in which em hasis is
placed in locating students in jobs related to their occupational goals,. a program that, at the same time, o.ffers school
credit for the work experience, might be an improvement .foP
the placement service in many sehools. 14
Selection of jobs in such a we.y that they actually
supplemented the schools' offerings would be of great value
to this program, as would care.ful use o.f the material about
the individual pupil that had been gathered through the individual inventory serviee.

Such a plan might serve as a

14Hatch and Steftlre, .2.1?.• cit .. , p. 328 •
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transition

~rom

an informal to a formal

placemen~

service by

starting on a small seale so the community and raoul ty would
have a chance to evaluate continuously the workings of a
placement program as an extension of the regular, classroom
program,.

An add1 tional beneflt m1 ht be that community

gr-oup$ would be bt'ought into the planning and execution of
this program and become enthusiastic about furnishing employ-

ment for the students.l5
Townsend High School has no placement service-.

The

guidance counselor, the principal, and all the teaching
personnel take an active interest in locating job openings

tor students, especially for seniors who are nearing graduBut there is actually no organized placement service.

ation.

The checklist in the Appendix emphasizes placement
service.

1.

Concerning placement these queries were made:
Does your school have someone assigned the responsibilities ot job placement?

2...

Has this person been given su.f£1cient time to care

tor the placement responsibilities?

3.

No (X)

Is there a cooperative arrangement with the State

Employment Service on placement?

4.

Yes

Yes.J.ll No_

Is job placement assistanee given to:
a., Graduates?

(Yes)

b.

( :tf 0)

Dropouts?
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5. Has there been a survey .o f possible job opportun1t1ea both part-time end f'ull•time tor student.s
and those who have left school?
6.

Yes_ No (X)

During the past year, approximately how many
placements have been made through the help or
the guidance program:?

( 5)

In an indirect way perhaps tour Gr five students have
been helped by the guidance program to secure employment.

The placement services of the guidance program at
Townsend High School rate very poott according to the evalu ....
ative checklist.

In f ·a .ct the rating very closely approaches

zero, since most of the items fail to score tn the rating.
The placement service seems to be the area ·O!' greatest

deficiency at Townsend,. and the area where. most help to the
students .s hould be offered.

VIII.

EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

! t has been widt;tly held that participation in extra-

curricular activities is desirable e.s preparation for the
adjustments of' post- school lif'e.-

Beee.use of' this belief,

many ha:ve judged guidance progra.·ns by their ability to get

more participation in these activities outside of the classrooms.

The trend toward making worthwhile "extratt curricular

activities e. part of the regular curricular program has
lessened the value of extra ... cut-ricule.r activities, but nte.ny
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people still insist ·on a broad program of activities not
directly connected with academic subjects,

It is generally

accepted that a well - rounded program of extra- curricular act! v! ties !.s generally benef1e1al to the .s chool program. 16

At Townsend High School most of' the extra .. curr1cula.r
activities are athletic in
play footbalL.

nature~

In the !'all the boys

There is an organized squad which engages in

interscholastic competition.

Ga.111es are largely confined to

Friday nights, and the students, parents and. teachers usually
show good interest ln the sport.
Basketball is played in the late .fall end

winter~

There are teams of boys and girls, and there are teams for
the junior high school as well as the r-egular varsity teams
which participate in competitive play in District

5,

under

the rules and regulations of the Tennessee Secondary Schools
Athletic Association.,
Organized baseball is played in the spring at Townsend
High School.

This sport is eng aged in by boys from the

seventh grade through the twelfth grade ..

This sport fills

in a gap in the s pring when there is no other major sport
played.

There is a tra.c k team at Townsend.
meet, called a Junior Olympics; is held .

Eaeh year a field

Townsend has rated
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exceptionally high 1n this type of competition, year after
year.

Much interest has been shown by the pupils and by the

people ot the community.
Athletic competition has meant a
High School.

reat deal to Townsend

Interest has been high and the "llOrale of' the

pupils end teachers has been stimulated by participation in
various types or athletics, which constitute
type

C!Jf

To~send•s

only

extra-curricular activities.
IX..

CHAPTER SUMMARY

Ways ot expanding the guidance program have been
covered in several categorles.

These include:

Classrooms and subject areas.

Achievement and in.,.

telli ence tests are given to ascertain the capabilities of
the pupils.

The counseling service was placed in objective examination, using the checklist as a guide.
Planned assemblies are sometimes used at Townsend.
Clubs and student groups were found to be very limited
at Townsend High School,
Local business and erofessional groups seemed willing

enough to help the school and the guidance program.
.,Parent-teacher

active at Townsend • .

groups are limited and largely in-
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Placement services were virtually non-existent e.t
Townsend High School.
· Extra ... curl'icular activities at Townsend were largely
limited to participation in organized sports.

CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND FINDINGS
I.

SUMMARY

The problem presented 1n this study was to determine
some methods of l:'ender1ng the guidance program more meaningf'ul to the pupils of Townsend High School.

The sub-problems,

designed to develop the problem, included the following:
1.

To trace the development of the Townsend school

and community.
2.

To gather data regarding the purposes of the

present guidance program.

J• To analyze the guidance

progra~

as related to

purposes.

4·

To present methods of' expanding the guidance pro"

gram into many phases of' the school's curriculum.

The development of the Townsend school and community
was presented 1n the second chapter of the study.

This de-

velopment was shown 1n the introduction, the socio-economic
level of' the residents, the time and grade of dropout·s , and
the occupations of graduates of the class of 1962.
The present guidance program was. developed 1.n the·
third chapter ot the study.

Included in this treatment were
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guidance program purposes .

These purposes embraced the

.following:

1.

To furnish the pupils with guidance information

which will stimulate an interest to remain in achool.
To provide adequate adjustment training 1n school

2.

which will serve to minimize dropouts among high s chool pupils.
3..
the

'To administer sufficient tests and measurements of
type to furnish pertinent information concerning

prope~

the pupils' interests and aptitudes.

4• To provide appropriate assembly progl"ams which will
serve to fUrnish pupils with vocational information and will
inspire them to cultivate their skills.

5.

To acquaint the public with the objectives of the

guidance program in such a way that the community's cooperation might be enlisted.

6.

To bring a desirable balance to the school's

curriculum.

7,

To bring a desirable balance to the sehoolts

extra-curricular activities.
Also included in this treatment were school objectives,
group guidance, and individual guidance.
The third sub ... problem, to analyze the guidance program as related to purposes, was developed in the fourth
chapter-

These problems of the guidance program included

the dropout problem, lack of adjustment training, inadequate

tes,ts and measurements, limited assemblies, public disfavor
of guidance, and unbalanced extra ... currieular activities.
The last objective as stated in the sub-problems was

to present methods ot expanding the guidance program into
many phases of' the school's curriculum.

This was developed

in the fifth chapter of the study and included ways of expanding the guidanee program, classrooms and subject areas,
the counselin

service, planned assemblies, clubs and student

groups, local business and :professional groups, parent•
teacher groups, placement services, and extra-curricular
activities.
The purposes of a guidance program wer-e stated.

Then

the objectives to be sought at Townsend High School were

l-1eans of attaining these purposes were explained.

listed.

How some of the objectives were realized and others were not
attained was treated.

~ 1ethods

were .finally suggested for 1m-

proving the guidance program. at Townsend High School .

II.

FINDINGS

Concerning the guidance program at Townsend High
School, the follow:tn

1.

.findings seem to be justified:

The guidance service at Townsend High School is

serving a derin1te need.
2.

The gu1danee program at Townsend is in need of

many improvements.
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.).

~he

fae111 tie a for guidance at Townsend IUgh School

are inadequate, but are improving.

4.

According to the basic checklist the individual

inventoroy rates fai.r.

5.

According to the checklist the 1n:rorme.t1onal

services are near average for a small high school.

6..

Using the checklist as a guide, the counseling

service at Townsend High School rates low.

7•

The checklist :results reveal that the placement

services at Townsend are very poor.

8.

From a practical standpoint m.uc.h more needs to be

done to improve the area of placement services than any other

area.
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APPENDIX

STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE
Your

Date_.__________________

n~e

------

Telephone Number

Address

Highest gttade !n school you have completed_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Father• s na..'Tle

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Father- t s oceupati on
Moth$r1s name________________________________________________
Mother's occupation._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Highest grade father completed______________________________
Highest grade mother completed_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Name or S·c hool or college you have attended since graduation

Course you took or are takin .....- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Date entered_______________________ Date left______________

Reason for leaving._______________________
Name jobs you have held since graduation._ - - - - - - - - - -

Location or jobs--------------------------------------------Date entered on job_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Date lett_ _ _ _ __
Salary on each job______________________

Your position ----------------------------------------------Do you lik$ the work you are doing? - - - - - - - - - - - - What are its advantages?_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Wh·a t are its disadvantages?_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Wbat subject.s which you took 1n school have been most helpt'ul

you?_·- --------------------------

to
Are there any subjects you wish you could have had in high

school?_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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HIGH SCHOOL PROGRAM CHECKLIST
A.

The Individual Inventory

1.

Are cumulative records maintained !'or all
each or the following grades?
apply):

2.

7

8

9

10

11

tudents in

(Circle those which

12

Is information about students !'or inclusion in the
cumulative record gathered by means of (Check those
used):
Personal data blanks or questionnaires?
Academic apt! tude tests (intelligence) ·? · - - - - - Personality tests of problem checklists
Periodic health and physical exam1nat1on~-------
Autob1ograph1es?
Reading tests?
Interviews·?
Sociometric studies?
Teacher ratings ·?
Anecdotal records?
Achievement tests?
Interest tests?

-----

J.

In terms or the starr and student need for 1n!'ormat1on
about students, how complete are the student records

as a whole?

{Cheek one}

Very complete
uite complete
Barely adequate for minimum needs
Quite incomplete
---------Very incomplete ----------

4•

What efforts are made by the school to assist students
toward better self- understanding by interpre.tation ot
information in the cumulative reeords?
Vecy great efforts
Some e.rrorts
tittle or no efforts---

-----

(Check one)
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B.

The Informational Services
1.

I .s educational and occupational information provided

tor students by means or:
A tile of occupational books and pamphlets?
College catalogs?
-------'l'he 'lise Of Gccupatlonal posters, charts,
films, and exhibits?
A class in occupations?··- _ _ _,..
A career day?
Occupations u-n"ri'"""t-s--:-1-n"!"tegrated with
school courses?
A college day?
-. -Referral to community persons or agencies
able and willing to provide help?_ _ __
Visits to business and industry?
(Check thGse which apply to your-sc"""'h_o_o_l.......)
2.

Row extensive is the educational and occupational information available to students?

(Check one)

Very extensive
Quite extensive
Somewhat limited_ _ _ __
Quite limited
Very limited
).

Is personal and social inform.nt1on made available to
all students by specific organized activities ot
personal•social problems units or courses?_- - - -·'

----

use of viaual aids?

• assembly programs?

, referral to appropriate references?
--------those
-------which apply}
( Cheok

c.

The Counseling Service
1.

Are all teachers encouraged to counsel with students
and parents?
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2.

Are selected staff' members assigned a portion of
their time for counseling service?

,3.

Do teacher-counselors make use ot referr.a l re-

4•

Is there a counseling room 1n which counseling can be
sources?

Yes

No

conducted with some privacy?

5.

Have counselors had some specialized training 1n

counseling?

6.

-

Yes

What provisions is

No

ade for counseling relative to

scheduling and program planning?

{Check one)

Very extensive provision__________
Some provision
Little or no provision

1·

Are particular efforts made to provide counseling tor:
(Check any that apply)
New transfer students?
Potential dropouts?

- -·- - - -··

School leavers? (exit interviews)
Socially maladjusted?
----Emotionally maladjusted?
Failing or probation stu a-e-n~t-s~!_-_-_-_______
1

Disciplinary cases?

8.

What is the counseling

time~student

ratio for the:

Junior Hi h School

...

One counseling hour daily
to
students.

Senior High School

..

One counseling hour daily
to
students.
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D.

Placement Services
1.

Does your school have someone assigned the re•

2.

Has th1s person been given sufficient t1me to ce.re
spons1bil:1 tles or job placement'?

Yes

No

for the placement responsibilities?

3·

Is there a. cooperative arrangement with the State

Employment Service on placement?

4.

Is job placement assistance g1ven to:

a.
b.

6.

--

Yes

No

Graduates?
Dropouts? - - - - -

During the past year, approximately how many placements have been made through the help of the
guidance program?

